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In today's busy life not many have the privilege to sit home watch a live match but the technology
has enabled us to get all the information we need instantly wherever we are. Sport news consists of
latest games played, interviews of sports personalities and other developments in the field. All this
was first available in newspapers and on radios then the focus moved to television channels and
now the new means to get latest sports news is the internet. The popularity of the internet is growing
at a rapid pace and with this growing popularity the facilities provided are also increasing. We can
operate internet from our mobile phones and with the development of science the whole approach
to sports news today has changed.

There was a time when people used to be glued to the transmitters to get the live update of a cricket
match or call home to get updates now people are just one click away from any needed information.
They get minute to minute update of the ongoing game, score updates and reviews on
performances by players by visiting a website or starting the score update service on their mobile
phones. Websites are dedicated to sports and these websites offer the sports lovers with a way to
connect with other fans all around the world. There are also websites made for different sports like
cricket, football, baseball etc. have their own websites were people supporting different teams get a
chance to share their views by posting comments or participating in discussions of their choice.
Fans can also create blogs and websites to support their favorite teams and post latest news
regarding players, developments in the team and new team strategies. These sites connect fans
and give them a platform to express their thoughts.

Sports news today is not just a one side affair; even newspapers post their articles on the papers
websites which serve them with instant comments which people leave after they read the articles.
Today people media does not just supply news to people but also interact with their readers. These
instant feedbacks give them a scope to improve. Sports journalism is no more just about publishing
latest sports news their success also depends on how they connect with the people. And this is not
true only about sport news but all other types of news too. Internet has changed the face of
journalism.  
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